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Mind matters 

Biswanath Kundu 

 

Mind gets loaded with thoughts from morn to midnight 

Majority stays covered; a few get caught in public sight 

Chains work not to fasten mind or arrest its wing to fly 

Even in a trance mind runs either for the truth or a lie 

Candid confession of the psyche is but a distant reality 

For, seldom it finds shared that is feared to rob gaiety 

It‟s very hard to discard the call dominant within self 

Never does it go silenced with effect of power and pelf 

Association keeps mind engaged in fields of resolve, 

Wipes out booted tars, takes close for odds to solve 

Passions and reasons play duel almost in every mind 

The greater the mix with real life, choice is an easy find 

With doors shut lest we be mistaken, is not a solution 

Mind wins seat, glorious and neat in company of volition. 

   

Dissent has a scent 

Force is not always a source to get fine from coarse origin 

Used indiscriminately it gains nothing but rests in a dustbin 
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Taken into confidence is the first step to hit something noble 

Relishing the delicious items permits not to resort to gobble 

Something great has always been built with supports of many 

Decay starts in if revolts pop up from trusted lieutenant of any 

Variation in thought process is not unlikely in a very big set up 

Fruition sets in if reconciliatory amends be made quick and sharp 

Honoring the potentiality of everyone around is of prime need 

For, this lowers not own value but strengthens self base to lead 

Why is then hesitation to befriend others and pick up the bests? 

Proven a failure, sure are we to be tagged with ill fated in all tests. 

Life scales to a glorious height if dissenting voices are also heard 

Let‟s not get confined with sweet words for own entity to guard. 
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